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Abstract
This paper discusses a mathematical concept of language that models both arti#cial and nat-
ural languages and thus provides a framework for a uni#ed language processing methodology.
This concept of a language is regarded as a communication tool that allows language users
to develop knowledges, while interacting with their universe of discourse, and to communicate
with each other, while exchanging knowledges. Criteria for consistent usage of a language are
established using a Galois connection between language syntax and language semantics. Solu-
tions to ambiguity, paraphrase, attitude, and other problems concerning the relationship between
syntax and semantics are addressed. A general schema for language speci#cation is introduced
and algorithms that perform language generation and language analysis are discussed as universal
tools de#ned by the speci#cation schema. Language transformations performed by various kinds
of translators are examined and correctness criteria of these translators are de#ned using the
language Galois connection.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the framework and justi#es the ne-
cessity of a uni#ed methodology for language processing. Section 2 presents the mathematical
concept of a language. Section 3 illustrates the mathematical concept of a language with three
kinds of language structures: natural language, logical language, and programming language.
Section 4 discusses the algebraic mechanism of language speci#cation that uni#es the methodol-
ogy for language processing tool development. Section 5 formalizes the criterion for the consis-
tency of the language usage, de#nes the architecture of a uni#ed language processing system, and
shows how the consistency criteria for language usage can be employed as correctness criteria
for the algorithms performing various language transformations. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
By general agreement a language is considered to be a collection of well-formed
strings over a given alphabet. Since languages are used as communication mechanisms,
various people provide the rules of string well-formedness and associate well-formed
strings with meanings in ways which depend upon their interests. Logicians consider
languages as formal systems and language meanings as models that satisfy the construc-
tion and deduction rules of the formal system; computer scientists consider languages
as collections of well-formed strings speci#ed by formal grammars and language mean-
ings as machine computations; computational linguists consider languages as collections
of “grammatical expressions” used through innate or learned convention and language
meanings as entities of the universe of discourse. Logicians and computer scientists
specify the rules for string well-formedness and the meanings of the strings these rules
generate; computational linguists discover the rules for string well-formedness and the
meanings of the strings they generate from observations of their usage in communi-
cation. The expression power of well-formedness rules is controlled by their speci#ers
for the case of logic and programming languages; this is however a great challenge
for computational linguists as they have to answer questions such as: are these rules
mentally represented and if so, what kind of structure do these rules have [2]. Answers
to such questions lead to approximations of natural languages by formal systems [25].
Logicians and computer scientists look at language lexical elements as monads while
computational linguists observe that the form and meaning of lexical elements depend
upon the phrase structure where they are used and the information content they express
[21]. These observations challenge the grammar structure of well-formedness rules [5]
and lead to constraint-based grammar formalisms [45].
Language processing implies the development of mathematical models of languages
and the study of the transformations, that map well-formed texts of one language into
well-formed texts of another language, while preserving text meaning (and style). Ex-
amples of algorithms that perform such transformations are compilers of programming
languages and language-to-language translators of high-level programming languages
or natural languages. Computational diCculties involved in the development of such
translators are due to the implicit nature of the language universe of discourse and the
lack of mathematical models of the language parlance. However, the ubiquity of com-
puter applications proliferates computer languages and thus requires the development
of system software that allows computer users to personalize their machines through
language translation. Unfortunately, compiler constructors (in charge of programming
language processing) and computational linguists (in charge of natural language pro-
cessing) developed their language processing paradigms following methodologies that
best #tted their domains of interest, without having relied on the same formal concept
of a language. Consequently, they do not share their research results, though these
results present solutions to the same problems.
Attempts to develop mathematical models of natural languages and language transla-
tions have a long history [46]. The need for natural language modeling and translation
is recently reiterated by the “global economy” and the requirement to develop “person-
alized” computer systems [50]. Earlier methods for the design of machine translation
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systems [16] are based on such paradigms as table lookup, rule-based, syntactic trans-
fer, interlingua, statistical modeling, etc. None of these approaches has yet produced
domain-independent, fully unambiguous translations. Experiments with compositional
machine translation [35] suggest that both language modeling and language transla-
tion can be achieved within the framework of universal algebra. On the other hand, a
methodology for compiler construction based on a language concept formally de#ned
within the framework of the universal algebra is already available [41]. It seems that
the glue that connects natural and arti#cial languages, leading to a uni#ed methodol-
ogy for language processing, is a method of language modeling capable of de#ning
formally a language as a communication mechanism. This method is used in this paper
by looking at language elements as knowledges [18]. Knowledges are obtained by lan-
guage users in the process of their interaction with the universe of discourse and are
used by language users in their communication process. Thus, we consider a language
to be a collection of symbolic expressions used through innate or learned convention
by a group of communicators to construct knowledges, while interacting with their
environment, and to communicate with each other. Hence, language de#nition needs
to include the four fundamental components of a language: the universe of discourse
(called semantics), the collection of symbolic expressions used to represent semantic
objects (called syntax), the process of learning to generate knowledges by represent-
ing semantic objects using symbolic notations, and the process of using knowledges
by mapping symbolic notations into the semantic objects they represent. This view of
a language splits the language users into two classes: speakers, who are communica-
tors producing language expressions, and auditors, who are communicators interpreting
language expressions. The speaker’s universe of discourse may be diIerent from the
auditor’s universe of discourse. However, the communication consistency is ensured
by language processing tools that: (i) allow speakers to generate incrementally valid
language expressions that represent objects of their universe of discourse; (ii) facilitate
auditors to interpret language expressions produced by the speakers in the speaker uni-
verse of discourse. On the other hand, a speaker and an auditor using a language to
communicate may be of diIerent nature. For example, a man-made robot and a human
may communicate using an appropriate communication language. Hence, looking at
language as a communication tool leads to the requirement of a language processing
methodology that uni#es natural and arti#cial languages, and allows languages to be
incrementally speci#ed and processed.
The framework for a uni#ed language processing methodology discussed in this pa-
per builds on the conventional mechanisms for language speci#cation (formal systems,
used by logicians; automata theory, used by computer scientists; and formal grammars,
used by computational linguists). Each of these conventional mechanisms regards a lan-
guage as a collection of well-formed strings over a given alphabet, keeping syntax and
semantics, the two major components of a language, in diIerent #elds of interest. Re-
cent developments in computer applications make language design and implementation
an essential ingredient of information technology. This, in turn, requires new methods
in language processing that support language usage as a communication mechanism by
systems of diIerent nature. The framework we propose in this paper responds to this
requirement by providing a uni#ed methodology for language processing based on the
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following accomplishments:
(1) integrate syntax and semantics into a mathematical concept of a language that
models natural, logical, and programming language de#nition,
(2) develop computational tools for the simulation of the cognition process,
(3) provide formal mechanisms for incremental development of language syntax and
language semantics integrated into a language object,
(4) elaborate criteria for consistent language usage employed as mathematical charac-
terizations of correctness of language transformations, and
(5) discover algebraic methods as alternatives to automata for the automatic generation
of language processing tools.
Moreover, since repetition is diCcult to observe in man–machine interacting systems,
computer education is a major limitation of conventional methods in language process-
ing. Automatic generation of language processing tools supported by our framework
reveals new principles in education where learning is based on the automatic genera-
tion of solutions rather than on repetition.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the mathematical
concept of language. Section 3 illustrates the mathematical concept of a language with
three kinds of language structures: natural language, logical language, and programming
language. Section 4 discusses the algebraic mechanism of language speci#cation that
uni#es the methodology for language processing tool development. Section 5 formalizes
the criterion for the consistency of the language usage, de#nes the architecture of
a uni#ed language processing systems, and shows how the consistency criterion for
language usage can be employed as a correctness criterion for the algorithms performing
various language transformations.
2. Language as a communication tool
A language in this paper is a mechanism of communication that allows its users
to interact with their universe of discourse and with each other. The interaction with
the universe of discourse is called cognition and the interaction with each other is
called communication. Language elements are tuples of the form 〈symbol ; entity〉 called
knowledges. The entity component of a knowledge is an abstract or concrete object of
the environment called knowledge meaning. The symbol component of a knowledge is
a sensory (acoustic, visual, etc.) representation of the object, called knowledge token.
Fig. 1 provides an example of knowledge.
The cognition process can be modeled in terms of the operations perception, recog-
nition, and action [12], de#ned as follows:
• perception: associates the environment’s objects with innate or learned representa-
tions called matching concepts (M-concepts).
• recognition: instantiates perception patterns (i.e., M-concepts) as knowledge tokens,
called internal concepts (I-concepts), by substituting appropriate values for M-concept
parameters.
• action: maps I-concepts into the environment’s objects associated with their
M-concepts by the identi#cation of the appropriate parameter values.
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Fig. 1. Knowledge representation.
M-concepts, I-concepts, values, and parameter processing (evaluation, testing, substi-
tution) in the cognition process are modeled here by computational objects called
macro-operations and macro-processors.
2.1. Macro-operations
A macro-operation is a tuple M = 〈name; body〉, where body designates a class of
objects and name designates references to the objects of the body. For example, the
lexicon of a language can be seen as a set of macro-operations such as noun=
〈N; set-of -nouns〉, identi4er= 〈Id; identi#er-speci#cation-rules〉, and number= 〈Nr;
number-speci#cation-rules〉. Macro-operations can be primitive, where name and body
are given constants, as seen in Fig. 1, or composed, where name and body are param-
eterized patterns. The name component of a composed macro-operation speci#es the
component elements of the body; the body of a composed macro-operation shows how
the elements designated by the name component are composed from the elements of its
constituent bodies. The parameter values of a composed macro-operation are denoted by
@, accompanied by indices if necessary, and the property p of the value @ is denoted
by @ :p. For example, a class of phrases of English language is speci#ed by the macro-
operation Phrase= 〈S→NP VP;@1 : agreement=@2 : agreement, @0 : surface=@1 :
surface ◦@2 : surface〉, where @0;@1;@2 stand for the values taken by the parame-
ters S; NP; VP, respectively, and ◦ denotes string concatenation. A branching statement
of C language is speci#ed by the macro-operation BranchC = 〈S→ ifE{S}; @1 : type=
boolean; @0 : type=@2 : type; @0 : surface= if ◦@1 : surface ◦{◦@2 : surface ◦}〉. A
stack-machine branch may be de#ned by the macro-operation BranchM=
〈Branch(@0;@1;@2); Push(@2 : label); Push(@1 : value); BT 〉 where BT is the mne-
monic for branch operation. A triangle can be speci#ed by the macro-operation Triangle
= 〈graph(@1;@2;@3); @1 :type=@2 :type=@3 :type=edge, (@1;@2)=“1, (@2;@3)
=“2, (@3;@1)=“3, Constraint: “1 +“2 +“3 = 180◦, ∀i; j; k ∈{1; 2; 3}; i 
= j 
= k
(@i : size+@j : size¿@k : size), if @1 : size=@2 : size=@3 : size then equilateral trian-
gle else if (@1 : size=@2 : size∨@1 : size=@3 : size∨@2 : size=@3 : size) then isosce-
les triangle else triangle〉.
The process of mapping a macro-name or a macro-body into the object it speci#es is
called macro-expansion and is performed by a macro-processor, M. Hence, a macro-
processor takes macro-operation names and parameter values as arguments and expands
the associated macro-bodies by checking constraints and substituting parameter values
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for parameters. That is, we use macro-processors provided with an appropriate logic that
allows them to check properties and to perform conditional substitution of the parame-
ters. For example:M(Triangle; (2; 3; 4))= triangle,M(Triangle; (3; 3; 4))= isosceles tri-
angle, M(Triangle; (3; 3; 3))= equilateral triangle, M(BranchC; (x¿y; x=x + y))= if
x¿y {x= x+ y}.
Both components of a macro-operation M , M: name and M: body, are parameter-
ized patterns using the same parameters. Parameters @i, 06i6n, of M can also
be macro-operations; macro-names @i : name, 06i6n, constrained by a relationship
Ename(@0 : name; : : : ;@n : name), are used for the construction of the M: name; macro-
bodies @i : body, 06i6n, constrained by a relationship Ebody(@0 : body; : : : ;@n : body),
are used for the construction of the M: body. The relationships Ename and Ebody are in
general diIerent and can be provided as components of their macro-bodies, as seen
in the macro-operations Phrase and BranchC, where @1 : agreement=@2 : agreement,
@1 : type= boolean, are attached to the macro-body; Ename, Ebody can also be intro-
duced as separate components of the macro-operation using appropriate keywords, as
in the macro-operation Triangle where the keyword Constraint is used to introduce the
graph-constraints that de#ne a triangle. Macro-names are mapped into knowledge to-
kens representing M-concepts and macro-bodies are mapped into knowledge meanings
representing I-concepts. Thus, the macro-processor that expands M: name(@0; : : : ;@n)
into the object it speci#es interprets the parameters @i, 06i6n, diIerent from the
interpretation of the parameters @i, 06i6n, by the macro-processor that expands
M: body(@0; : : : ;@n), into the object it speci#es. An example of a macro-
operation in this framework is a branch operation whose name is a C language
construct and whose body is the stack-machine operation performing it. Another
example is an English language phrase speci#ed by the macro-operation Phrase
whose body is the lambda-expression of its Montague semantics, as seen in
[14], p. 16.
2.2. Communicators, languages, and language systems
Using (parameterized) macros the operations perception, recognition, and action of
a cognition process can be formally de#ned as follows:
Perception: is de#ned by an open-ended list of speci#cation rules of the form M =
〈 parameter-pattern: macro-name; macro-body 〉, where parameter pattern is a relation
of the form lhs→ rhs (left-hand-side→ right-hand-side) which speci#es the parameters,
and macro-name and macro-body are macro-operations de#ning an M-concept and its
associated I-concept, respectively, using the parameters in the parameter-pattern, as
seen in Table 1. This list contains innate elements for natural systems and may be
expanded (by learning) or shrunk (by forgetting). For an arti#cial system this list is
provided by the system designer.
Recognition: takes as input an (instantiated) macro-name, i.e., a knowledge to-
ken, and some parameters, and expands the macro-body associated with the macro-
name by processing the appropriate parameters to obtain an internal representation of
the knowledge meaning, i.e., an I-concept. For example, make triangle (2; 3; 4) →
(2; 3; 4).
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Table 1
Example of a cognition environment speci#cation
1. Command→ VP:
name: @0: surface=@1: surface;
body: @0: action=@1: action
2. VP → V N:
name: @0: surface=@1: surface ◦@2: surface;
body: @1: type=@2: type→@0: type;@0: action= call(@1: action(@2: args))
3. N → “triangle”:
name: @0: surface= triangle;
body: @0: args= int size1; size2; size3;(size1; size2; size3)
4. V → “search”:
name: @0: surface= search;
body: @0: type : int× int× int→;@0: action= SearchTriangle(int; int; int)
5. V → “make”:
name: @0: surface= make;
body: @0: type : int× int× int→;@0: action=MakeTriangle(int; int; int)
Action: takes as input an (instantiated) macro-body, i.e., a knowledge meaning, and
some parameters, and uses the associated macro-name to deliver the object from the
environment, i.e., the knowledge token, represented by the I-concept. For example,
search (2; 3; 4) → triangle.
By macro-processing, a macro-processor Mn expands macro-names into external
representations of I-concepts (i.e., into knowledge tokens), while a macro-processorMb
expands the macro-bodies into internal representation of I-concepts (i.e., into knowledge
meanings). Macro-names serve as abstract representations of classes of similar objects
of the environment; the associated macro-bodies identify individual objects of the class
and the operations de#ned on these objects. Using this representation of M-concepts
and I-concepts, a knowledge can be de#ned as a tuple 〈symbol ; entity〉, where symbol
is a macro-name representing an M-concept and entity is a macro-body where some
(may be none or all) parameters are replaced by parameter values.
A cognition system, CS, can be modeled by a tuple
CS = 〈Environment; Record; Action; Recognition; Control〉
where Environment is a universe of discourse de#ned by a given list of knowl-
edge speci4cation rules (as seen in Table 1), Record is a mechanism of knowl-
edge representation, for example 〈triangle;〉, Action maps objects in the environ-
ment into knowledges in the Record, Recognition maps knowledges in the Record
into the objects they represent, and Control is a logical expression in terms of Action
and Recognition that controls the system behavior. For example, repeat forever
(Recognition → Action)∨ (Action → Recognition), is such a control expression.
While the Environment and the Record of two diIerent cognition systems are in gen-
eral diIerent, the operations Action, Recognition, and Control are the same. Therefore,
we use the notation Envc, Recordc, as references to the environment and the knowledge
representation of the cognition system c.
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Fig. 2. The structure of a communicator.
A language user (communicator) is a natural or arti#cial system consisting of
(1) a cognition system c= 〈Envc; Recordc; Action; Recognition; Control〉
(2) a collection of knowledges represented by a database, Dbasec, de#ned by Dbasec=
{w |∃o∈Envc∧〈w; o〉 ∈Recordc}, such that Action(o)=w and Recognition(w)= o.
Dbasec is also called the context of c.
(3) a mechanism that consists of a learning action, denoted Learnc, that maps objects in
Envc into knowledge representations in Dbasec, and an evaluation action, denoted
Evalc, that maps knowledge representations in Dbasec into the objects of Envc,
as shown in Fig. 2.
The Envc is used twice in Fig. 2 to emphasize its double relation with the Dbasec: as
the source of knowledges represented in the Dbasec, and as the target of the actions
represented by the knowledges in the Dbasec. Hence, communicators can be modeled by
tuples of the form 〈Env; Dbase; Learn; Eval〉, where Learn and Eval are binary relations,
Learn⊆Env×Dbase, Eval⊆Dbase×Env. As usual, ∀m∈Env, Learn(m)={w∈Dbase
|(m;w)∈Learn} and ∀w∈Dbase, Eval(w)= {m∈Env | (w;m)∈Eval}.
A language L is modeled here by a tuple L= 〈U; P;L⊆U ×P;E⊆P×U 〉, where
U is a universe of discourse (i.e., a cognition environment), P is a collection of word-
expressions, called parlance, L⊆U ×P is a learning relation that associates objects
u∈U with word-expressions p∈P thus generating knowledges (u; p), and E⊆P×U
is an evaluation relation that interprets word-expressions p∈P and objects u∈U to
determine if (u; p) is a language knowledge.
A linguistic system, LS, is a tuple LS =(L; C) where L is a language and C is a
collection of communicators using L to interact with their environments and to commu-
nicate with each other. For LS =(L; C), L= 〈U; P;L⊆U ×P;E⊆P×U 〉 and c∈C,
c=〈Envc; Dbasec; Learnc; Evalc〉 is provided with two mappings, Generatec :Dbasec→P
and Interpretc :P→Dbasec, such that Learnc ◦Generatec⊆L, Interpretc ◦Evalc⊆E,
where ◦ is the relation composition. In order to interact and communicate using L, the
assumption is that c has learned L, i.e., Envc⊆U and ∀m∈Envc ∧∀w∈Learnc(m) :
(m;Generate(w))∈L, and ∀w∈P ∧∀m′ ∈Evalc(Interpret(w)) :(w;m′)∈E. These re-
lations are satis#ed if Dbasec⊆P.
2.3. Language use
Language use by communicators consists of generating knowledges and exchanging
them with other communicators. A communicator c generates knowledges (m;wcm)∈
Envc×Dbasec by its own cognition process (described by macro-expansion). When
c uses a linguistic system to communicate, c embeds m in the language universe of
discourse and maps wcm into a language well-formed word-expression wm. Hence, for
each m∈U the word-expression wm ∈P such that (m;wm)∈L∧ (wm;m)∈E is the
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Fig. 3. The structure of a communication system.
literal meaning of (m;wm). The linguistic phenomenon by which a word-expression,
wm, means the object, m, of the universe of discourse represented by wm in a knowledge
is called a reference relation of m.
For a language L= 〈U; P;L⊆U ×P;E⊆P×U 〉, the reference modeling can also
be described by a macro-expansion process. Literal meanings wm are language types
(M-concepts) de#ned by the parameterized macro-operations of the cognition envi-
ronment de#ning U . The contextual references wcm are language tokens (I-concepts)
obtained by the expansion of macro-operations de#ning the cognition environment of
the communicator c, i.e., wcm ∈Dbasec. Hence, the reference in a linguistic system
generates two notions of meaning: (i) literal meaning, also called speaker’s meaning,
is a word-expression wsm such that there is a knowledge meaning m expressed by it,
i.e. (m;wsm)∈L implies (wm;m)∈E, and (ii) utterance meaning, also called auditor’s
meaning, is a word-expression wam such that there is a knowledge meaning m
′ to which
wam is evaluated, i.e. (w
a
m; m
′)∈E implies (m′; wam)∈L.
The relationship between wsm (which exists independent of its contextual use) and
wam (whose existence depends upon the existence of a language user) is described by
the communication system in Fig. 3, organized on three levels: language level, where a
language L is introduced as a universal communicator, speaker level, where a speaker
S is shown as a particular communicator using L to generate knowledges, and auditor
level, where an auditor A is seen as a particular communicator using L to interpret
knowledges.
The rules describing the language use by the speaker, S, are:
(1) A knowledge (m;wsm) is generated by LearnS and w
s
m is stored in DbaseS .
(2) (m;wsm) is mapped into a linguistic knowledge, that is, m is embedded in U
and GenerateS(wsm) is performed thus mapping w
s
m into wm ∈P ensuring that
(m;GenerateS(wsm))∈L.
(3) The knowledge (m;wsm) is communicated using L, i.e., GenerateS(w
s
m) is issued as
the reference to m.
The rules describing the language use by the auditor, A, are:
(1) Receives the word-expression wm, where (wm;m)∈E.
(2) Maps wm into the contextual token wam= InterpretA(wm) by its own interpretation
procedure.
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(3) Evaluates wam, i.e., determine m
′=EvalA(wam)∈EnvA. If m′ is identical to m then
the auditor interpreted correctly the speaker’s message encoded in wm and a suc-
cessful communication took place.
Language L is consistently used if GenerateS and InterpretA ensure that every valid
knowledge issued by speaker is interpreted correctly by auditor.
Note: wam must be evaluated in the speaker’s context, i.e., Envs, in order for the com-
munication to take place. That is, EnvS ⊆U; EnvA⊆U , and E(wam) must interpret wam
over EnvS portion of U . The parameterized macro-operations representing M-concepts
provide support for paraphrase and synonyms while parameterized macro-operations
representing I-concepts provide support for a continuum of semantics where knowl-
edges are built incrementally on top of other knowledges. This allows the auditor to
add appropriate semantic properties to I -concepts, customizing them to the context,
and explains the paraphrase phenomena. Therefore, when a speaker exclaims “look, a
mushroom”, pointing to a rock, the auditor correctly interprets it as “look, a rock with
the shape of a mushroom”.
2.4. Meaning of word-expressions
For a natural language to function as a communication mechanism, the meanings of
word-expressions are established by conventions which are maintained by their con-
stant use within a linguistic system. Arti#cial languages function as communication
mechanisms by their de#nitions. That is, the usage of well-formed expressions to de-
note objects of the environment is encapsulated in the de#nition of the well-formed
expressions rather than in an innate or learned convention. However, the de#nitions
of well-formed expressions in turn are provided by formal or informal conventions.
That is, for arti#cial languages the meaning of a word-expression is “wired” in that
expression by the process of language speci#cation. Conventions which associate word-
expressions with environment objects (provided by historical usage or by de#nition)
thus generating knowledges, are learned (i.e., internally established) by each commu-
nicator member of the linguistic system. Hence, language meanings are mental objects
in the communicator’s cognition.
Let LS = 〈L; C〉 be a linguistic system. In a communication using LS, the speaker’s
word-expressions need to be evaluated by the auditor in the speaker’s context. L makes
the evaluation process feasible by providing the universal relationship between word-
expressions and their meanings. The computational aspect of word-expression evalu-
ation was envisioned by Gotlob Frege (1848–1925), and is currently called Frege’s
principle. Since Frege did not actually use this principle in the algebraic sense used
here, we adopt the terminology introduced by Janssen [19], calling it the principle of
compositionality which is stated as follows:
The meaning of a complex word-expression is a function of the meaning of its
component parts and their mode of composition.
The principle of compositionality implies that the two main components of a language,
the universe of discourse and the collection of word-expressions which represent its
objects, have a similar structure. Consequently, in order to construct (or specify) a lan-
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guage as a mathematical object we should proceed as follows. Consider a speci#cation
schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 where: (i) N is a not-empty set of names; (ii) -
is a set of indices and ∀,∈-, F, is a scheme of operations, i.e., F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n,
where k¿0 and n; n1; : : : ; nk ∈N , not necessarily diIerent; (iii) Syn is a surface struc-
ture construction functor; and (iv) Sem is a semantic structure construction functor.
Syn maps elements of N into syntax categories and operation schemes F, into rules
for word-expression well-formedness; Sem maps elements of N into computation types
and operation schemes F, into operations of the types constructed by Sem.
A language speci#ed by S is a tuple L= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL
× SemL〉, where SemL= Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-), SynL=Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-), and LL and EL are
relations such that ∀(m;w)∈ SemL×SynL if (m;w) is a language element then (m;w)∈
LL and (w;m)∈EL and vice versa, if (w;m)∈EL and (m;w)∈LL then (m;w) is a
language element. That is, language elements are knowledges. As required by the prin-
ciple of compositionality the language universe of discourse and the language parlance
are modeled by similar universal algebras called semantics, SemL, and syntax, SynL,
respectively. Word-expressions w∈SynL are constructed by composition operations
◦Syn from components w1; : : : ; wn ∈SynL, i.e., w= ◦Syn (w1; : : : ; wn). The relationship
between w∈SynL and E(w)∈ SemL is given by the identity: E(◦Syn(w1; : : : ; wn))=
◦Sem (E(w1); : : : ;E(wn)); where ◦Sem=EL(◦Syn). That is, this construction provides a
mathematically well de#ned concept of a language where syntax and semantics are
similar universal algebras. Examples of schema usage for language speci#cation are:
A Montague language: Consider 〈N; F,〉,∈- to be a signature [49] and let X be any
N -sorted set (of variables and constants). Then SynL= 〈Syn(N; X );Syn(F,),∈-〉 may
be constructed as a Montague syntax, i.e., a word-algebra generated by Syn(F,),∈-
in terms of the elements in X . Similarly, SemL= 〈Sem(N ); Sem(F,),∈-〉 may be con-
structed as a Montague model and EL :SynL→ SemL as a Fregean interpretation [24].
The construction of LL : SemL→SynL provides the integration of the syntax and the
semantics into a language.
A programming language: Consider N to be the set of syntax categories used for the
speci#cation of a programming language and (F,),∈- to be the set of BNF rules used to
specify the syntax of that programming language. Then SynL= 〈Syn(N );Syn(F,),∈-〉
is the algebra of the derivation trees speci#ed by the grammar GN = 〈N; T; (F,),∈-;
Z ∈N 〉, where T is the set of lexical elements de#ned by Syn(F,),∈-. Similarly,
SemL= 〈Sem(N ); Sem(F,),∈-〉 is an algebra of actions [27] and EL :SynL→ SemL is an
interpretation homomorphism and LL : SemL→SynL provides the integration
mechanism.
2.5. Galois connection as a criterion for consistent language usage
Let 〈P;6P〉 and 〈Q;6Q〉 be two preorders (i.e., 6P and 6Q are rePexive and
transitive relations). Two mappings f :P→Q and g :Q→P form a Galois connec-
tion [1] if ∀p∈P and ∀q∈Q, f(p)6Q q iI (if and only if) p6P g(q). We show
here that for a language L= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL× SemL〉 spec-
i#ed by a schema S, the two language components SynL and SemL are preorders.
Then, the formal characterization of the consistent language usage relies on the con-
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struction of LL⊆ SemL×SynL and EL⊆SynL× SemL such that they form a Galois
connection.
To show that SemL and SynL are preorders we de#ne their compositionality relations
4sem⊆ SemL× SemL and 4syn⊆SynL×SynL as follows. For m1; m2 ∈ SemL we say that
m1 is a component of m2 and denote it by m1 4sem m2, iI m1 is identical to m2 or
exists an operation ◦Sem such that m2 = ◦Sem (: : : ; m1; : : :). For w1; w2 ∈SynL we say
that w1 is a component of w2 and denote it by w1 4syn w2, iI w1 is identical to w2
or exists an operation ◦Syn such that w2 = ◦Syn (: : : ; w1; : : :). Note that 4sem and 4syn
are antisymmetric, i.e., ∀m1; m2 ∈ SemL, m1 4sem m2 and m2 4sem m2 implies m1 =m2
and ∀w1; w2 ∈SynL, w1 4syn w2 and w2 4syn w1 implies w1 =w2. Moreover, m1 4sem m1
and w1 4syn w1 (by de#nition), i.e., 4sem and 4syn are rePexive. If m1 4sem m2 and
m2 4sem m3 then m2 = ◦sem (: : : ; m1; : : :) and m3 = ◦′sem (: : : ; m2; : : :) by de#nition. Hence,
m3 = ◦′sem (: : : ; m2; : : :)= ◦′sem (: : : ; ◦sem(: : : ; m1; : : :); : : :) and thus m1 4sem m3, i.e., 4sem is
also transitive. Similarly, 4syn is a transitive relation. That is, the tuples 〈SemL;4sem〉
and 〈SynL;4syn〉 are preorders.
Fact 0. If LL⊆ SemL×SynL and EL⊆SynL× SemL form a Galois connection, then
for c; c′ two communicators using the language L, (m;w)∈Learnc ◦Generatec and
(w;m′)∈ Interpretc′ ◦Evalc′ implies m=m′.
Proof. (m;w)∈Learnc ◦Generatec implies (m;w)∈LL and (w;m′)∈Interpretc′ ◦Evalc′
implies (w;m′)∈EL (see Section 2.2). That is w∈LL(m) and m′ ∈EL(w). Since LL
and EL form a Galois connection, w4syn w implies m′ 4sem m. (m;w)∈LL and (m;w)
knowledge implies (w;m)∈E, i.e., m∈EL(w); similarly, w∈LL(m′). Hence, m4sem m′,
i.e., m=m′. Thus, consistency of language usage is expressed by the following
proposition:
Language L= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL× SemL〉 can be consistently
used if the relations LL and EL de4ne a Galois connection between the preorders
〈SemL;4sem〉 and 〈SynL;4syn〉, that is, ∀m∈ SemL;∀w∈SynL, ∀w′ ∈LL(m) and ∀m′ ∈
EL(w) w′ 4syn w i; m′ 4sem m.
In Section 3.3 we give examples of schema S usage for the speci#cation of SynL
and SemL and show the construction of computable L and E that form a Galois
connection and thus ensure consistency of language usage.
3. Example language structures
The mathematical concept of a language is illustrated in this section by sketching
the structure induced by a schema S on natural languages, logical languages, and pro-
gramming languages. The goal of this illustration is to show the unifying properties of
this structure rather then to construct eIectively these languages. Hence, each example
is discussed by showing language components used in language de#nition: semantics,
syntax, the learning, and the evaluation relationships.
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3.1. Natural language
A natural language is a tuple Ln= 〈Un; Pn;Ln⊆Un×Pn;En⊆Pn×Un〉 where Un is
the universe of discourse, Pn is the collection of utterances which express entities
of Un as knowledges, Ln allows language users to interact with their universe of
discourse to generate knowledges, and En allows language users to interpret elements
of Pn during their communication. Natural languages are social conventions which
result from repeated usage of particular symbols to represent particular entities of the
universe of discourse. The structure of the language components is provided by the
universe of discourse whose entities are classi#ed as objects, actions and events, and
properties. The fundamental relationship among the entities of Un is that of “an entity
being a component (or a constituent) of another entity, including itself”. Hence, a
speci#cation schema for a natural language is a tuple S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 where
Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-)=Pn, Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-)=Un, Ln is the natural process of learning, and
En is the identi#cation of a word-expression with the entity it denotes. Since Un,
Pn, Ln, and En are given, the speci#cation schema S is rather a theory (called the
grammar) explaining an approximation of a language taken as a snapshot in the in#nite
process of language evolution. Montague [25] and Janssen [19] have constructed the
algebras Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) and Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) for fragments of English language. The
excessive complexity of these constructions prevents us from reproducing them here.
This complexity measures the diCculty of #tting social conventions within the logical
framework of algebra rather than the complexity of natural language.
The conventional nature of the language elements allows the usage of language word-
expressions as references for the elements of the universe of discourse. The evolutionary
nature of this referential relationship induces the lexical ambiguity in the language
by which the same utterance may be used to represent diIerent entities and diIerent
utterances to represent the same entity. Lexical ambiguity is inherited by valid language
word-expressions and is further extended into syntactic and semantic ambiguities by the
rules that build the natural language hierarchy. Informally these rules can be speci#ed
as follows:
Language lexicon: is a collection of words available at a give time as references for
the entities of Un. Since entities of Un are classi#ed as objects, actions and events, and
properties, the lexical elements are themselves classi#ed as nouns, used to represent
objects, verbs used to represent actions and events, and modi4ers used to represent
properties of nouns and verbs. However, due to lexical ambiguity, words of one cate-
gory of lexical elements (walk, noun) may also be used to represent other categories
of lexical entities, (walk verb). Consequently, only the concrete context of utterance
usage may decide precisely what is the entity of Un referred to by a speci#c usage of
a word.
Basic propositions: are word-expressions used to represent the fundamental relation-
ship of Un: the entity e1 is a component of the entity e2 where e1 and e2 may not be
diIerent, denoted e1 4Un e2. The structure of basic propositions is a free juxtaposition
of nouns, verbs, and modi#ers, expressing the relationship 4Un . Though this juxtaposi-
tion may be #xed for a language over a given time period, one cannot conclude that it
will not change during the language evolution process. We accept that a basic propo-
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sition has the standard structure functor argument modi4er. The components functor,
argument, modi4er of a basic proposition are lexical elements which represent verbs,
nouns, add-verbs (adverbs) and add-nouns (adjectives), respectively, and can be per-
muted in the context of the use according to given juxtaposition relations, which we
consider #xed for a language approximation.
Composed propositions: are word-expressions whose components are basic proposi-
tions, thus representing complex relationships in the universe of discourse. The repre-
sentation of the composed propositions extends the language lexicon with words used
to denote various composition rules such as conjunction, prepositions, determiners, etc.
Again, the expression of complex propositions is a convention that evolves from the
historical usage of the language. Consequently, there are no inherently wrong expres-
sions in a natural language. There are only grammatical and ungrammatical propo-
sitions, where grammar is a set of rules, deduced from the historic usage of the
language.
Semantic and pragmatic functioning of word-expressions in natural languages is based
on three diIerent reference mechanisms of the words composing word-expressions:
symbol, index, name. A symbol refers to the entity it represents by matching its I-
concept; an index refers to the entity it represents by identifying a symbol reference
anaphoric (i.e., pointing back in the sequence of word-expressions) or cataphoric (i.e.,
pointing ahead in the sequence of word-expressions); a name refers to the entity it
represents by naming that entity and then matching this name. By language de#nition
both the universe of discourse Un and the set of word-expressions Pn are #nitely spec-
i#ed. By the rules for language usage the speaker cognition environment, EnvS , and
the auditor cognition environment, EnvA, are embedded in Un. That is, the context of
a communicator’s cognition environment can be de#ned as the portion of Un which
coincides with the environment of the respective communicator. The fundamental laws
for contextual-evaluation of word-expressions to their meanings were suggested by De
Saussure [44] and are: (i) the linguistic words (signs) used as basic constructs of
a language parlance are arbitrary (for example, go in English and aller in French
represent the same action), and (ii), words (signs) composing a word-expression are
time-linear ordered. That is, words composing phrases are sequentially ordered in space
and phrase evaluation to its meaning is sequential in time following word ordering.
Hausser [13] used these laws to design the database semantics for natural languages
and to develop the context-based semantic evaluation mechanism. The compositionality
relations 4Pn and 4Un and the consistency criteria for the language usage are as de#ned
in Section 2.5.
3.2. Logical language
A logical language LL= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL× SemL〉 is de-
#ned by a schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉, where SynL=Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) is the
word algebra of formulas, SemL= Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) is the algebra of an intensional logic,
and LL and EL are homomorphisms between these algebras. A construction of these
components of a logical language is shown in [19]. The three layers of the language
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Table 2
The speci#cation of SynL by the functor Syn
3∈4 Syn(3) Syn(F; 3)
t true true∈Syn(F)
f false false∈Syn(F)
¬ ¬ if f∈Syn(F) then ¬f∈Syn(F)
∧ ∧ if f1; f2 ∈Syn(F) then f1 ∧f2 ∈Syn(F)
∨ ∨ if f1; f2 ∈Syn(F) then f1 ∨f2 ∈Syn(F)
✷ AX if f∈Syn(F) then AX f∈Syn(F)
✸ EX if f∈Syn(F) then EX f∈Syn(F)
✷u AU if f1; f2 ∈Syn(F) then A[f1Uf2]∈Syn(F)
✸u EU if f1; f2 ∈Syn(F) then E[f1Uf2]∈Syn(F)
hierarchy are:
(1) The lexicon consists of a collection of symbols denoting variables and constants.
Though this collection may be in#nite it is #nitely speci#ed.
(2) The basic propositions are obtained by using F,; ,∈-, as signature of operations
over the lexicon.
(3) The composed propositions are obtained by considering basic propositions as a
family of constructions closed with respect to the action of Syn(F,); Sem(F,); ,∈-,
on this family.
The lexical ambiguity is avoided in logical languages by employing diIerent lexical
elements to denote diIerent variables and constants. The ambiguity is further avoided
by the functor Syn which maps names in N into syntax categories, and operators
F,; ,∈-, into string constructors, ensuring that any well-formed word-expression has
a unique representation of the form Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk) of category Syn(n) for some
F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n, k¿0, for n; n1; : : : ; nk ∈N , not necessarily diIerent, where wi are
of category Syn(ni), i=1; : : : ; k, and Syn(n1)× · · ·×Syn(nk)→Syn(n) is the signature
of Syn(F,). Example of schema application for the speci#cation of a logical language is
the speci#cation of CTL [4] by the schema S= 〈{F}; 4= {t : ∅→F; f : ∅→F;¬ :F→
F;∧ :F ×F→F;✷ :F ×F→F;✸ :F→F;✷u :F ×F→F;✸u :F ×F→F};Syn; Sem〉.
The set of CTL formulas are de#ned by Syn functor as seen in Table 2.
Let M = 〈S; E; P :AP→ 2S〉 be a directed graph where S is a #nite set of nodes,
E is a #nite set of directed edges, and P is a function which labels each node
with logical propositions. For each s∈ S, succ(s)= {s′ ∈ S | (s; s′)∈E} and we assume
succ(s) 
= ∅. A path in M is an in#nite sequence of nodes (s0; s1; s2; : : :) such that
∀i; i¿0; (si; si+1)∈E. The labeling function P maps an atomic proposition given in
AP to the set of nodes in S on which that proposition is true. A model M of CTL
formulas is constructed by the functor Sem as an algebra of subsets of S as shown
in Table 3, where LFP is a “least #xed point” operator. The satisfaction of CTL
formulas is de#ned by the homomorphism ECTL :SynCTL→ SemCTL where SynCTL is
in Table 2 and SemCTL is in Table 3. The learning relation LCTL : SemCTL→SynCTL
allows the user of CTL to express the model’s constraints using CTL formulas and is
also a homomorphism [43].
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Table 3
The speci#cation of SemL by the functor Sem
3 Sem(3) Ssem(F; 3)
t S S ∈ Sem(F)
f ∅ ∅∈ Sem(F)
¬ C if s∈ Sem(F) then C(s)= Sem(F)\s
∧ ∪ if s1; s2 ∈ Sem(F) then s1 ∪ s2 ∈ Sem(F)
∨ ∩ if s1; s2 ∈ Sem(F) then s1 ∩ s2 ∈ Sem(F)
✷ Nextall Nextall(s)= {s′ ∈ S | succ(s′)⊆ s}
✸ Nextsome Nextsome(s)= {s′ ∈ S | succ(s′)∩ s = ∅}
✷u LFPall LFPall(s1; s2)= s2 ∪{s∈ s1 | succ(s)⊆ LFPall(s1; s2)}
✸u LFPsome LFPsome(s1; s2)= s2 ∪{s∈ s1 | (succ(s)∩ LFPsome(s1; s2) = ∅}
The two algebras SynL and SemL may be freely generated as seen in the CTL ex-
ample. In that case the mappings EL :SynL→ SemL and LL : SemL→SynL with the
properties required in the language de#nition exist by virtue of the universal construc-
tion, shown in Section 3.3, which ensures that any function de#ned on the generators
of an algebra with values in the carrier of a similar algebra is uniquely extensible to
a homomorphism [10].
Note: SemL and SynL are partially ordered by the compositionality relations 4sem
and 4syn de#ned in Section 2.5. Since SemL and SynL are generated by #nite sets of
generators the homomorphisms LL and EL can be constructed such that they are inverse
to each other. Hence, they form a Galois connection and thus ensures the consistency
of logical communication.
3.3. Programming language
A programming language LP = 〈SemP;SynP;LP ⊆ SemP ×SynP;EP ⊆SynP × SemP〉
is speci#ed by a schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 where SemP = Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) is
an algebra of computations expressible in the programming language LP , SynP =Syn(N;
〈F,〉,∈-), is the algebra of well-formed expressions in the language LP , and LP and
EP are relations such that ∀(m;w)∈ SemP ×SynP , (m;w)∈LP implies that w is an
expression of m in SynP and (w;m)∈EP implies that w is evaluated by an abstract
machine characterizing LP to m. Each F,; ,∈-, is speci#ed by an equation of the
form n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , for some n; ni ∈N , 16i6k, and ti, 06i6n, some #xed
strings (including 6) not in N . For a given speci#cation rule F,: n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk ,
n is the left hand side of the rule and is denoted by lhs(F,) and t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk is
the right hand side of the rule and is denoted by rhs(F,). Let S be the set of #xed
strings used by rules F,; ,∈-, and W = 〈N ∪ S; ◦; 6〉 be the semigroup of words with
unity 6 generated by concatenation ◦ over the alphabet V =N ∪ S.
The syntax algebra, SynP = 〈{Syn(n) | n∈N}; {Syn(F,); ,∈-}〉, is a context-free
algebra [15] constructed by the rules:
(1) For each n∈N , Syn(n) is a family of well-formed word-expressions called the
syntactic category n, whose elements denote computations.
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(2) For each rule F,; ,∈-, F, : n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , Syn(F,) is an algebraic operation
Syn(F,) :Syn(n1)× · · ·×Syn(nk)→Syn(n) which constructs elements
w0 ∈Syn(n) from elements wi ∈Syn(ni), 16i6k, by the rule: Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ;
wk)=t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk .
Fact 1. SynP is embedded in W = 〈N ∪ S; ◦; 6〉 by derived operations.
The compositionality relation 4syn on SynP de#ned in Section 2.5 becomes: for all
w; w′∈SynP , w4synw′ iI w=w′ or there is F,; ,∈-, such that w′=Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ;wk)
and w4syn wi for some i, 16i6k. Using this relation we can introduce the context of
w∈SynP as the set w[ ] of strings over the alphabet of the language that contains a hole,
denoted by [ ]. When this hole is replaced by w an element w′[w]∈SynP is obtained,
i.e., w[ ] = {w1[ ]w2 |w1ww2 ∈SynP}. We assume that for w′ ∈w[ ], w′[w] =w1ww2
such that w 
4syn w1.
The semantics algebra SemP = 〈{Sem(n) | n∈N}; {Sem(F,); ,∈-}〉 is a universal
algebra chosen by the language designer by the following rules:
(1) For each n∈N , Sem(n) is a family of computations, called the semantic domain
n, that may be expressed in the language.
(2) For each rule F,; ,∈-, F, : n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , Sem(F,) is an algebraic op-
eration Sem(F,) : Sem(n1)× · · ·× Sem(nk) → Sem(n) which constructs elements
c∈ Sem(n) from elements ci ∈ Sem(ni), 16i6k, by the computation rule associ-
ated with Sem(F,), denoted here by Sem(F,)(c1; c2; : : : ; cn)= c.
Computations SemP are speci#ed in terms of three generic elements [41]: the universe
of discourse de#ned by a collection of types, T, the state, 4, de#ned as a collection of
mappings assigning values of types t ∈T to sets of names (variables and constants), and
state transitions, T, that are operators mapping states before computations into states
after computations. The collection of types T contains the type called computation
process, 1 denoted P, whose values are processes performing given computations. We
assume that a computation operates on a set D, of typed data variables and constants,
that denote values in the universe of types, and a set C, of control variables and
constants, that denote processes in P. To simplify presentation, we use here only two
control variables: ↑ which identi#es a computation process before its execution, and ↓
which identi#es a computation process after its execution. Formally, the three elements
used to specify computations are:
(1) T is an algebra of types, T= 〈T; 8〉, where T is a given set of prede#ned types,
which are available to every computation, and 8 is a set of type constructors that
can be used by a computation to construct new types in T from the available
types. The scope of a type thus constructed is determined by the computation
which de#nes it. For t ∈T, V(t) is the set of values of type t. We assume that
there are two universal values, @, which denotes any good value of any type,
1 A process is a tuple P= 〈Agent; Action; Status〉 where Agent is speci#ed by the set of data types it
recognizes, Action is an expression in the language of the Agent describing a computation activity, and
Status is the status (active, passive, etc.) of the computation performed by Agent.
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and ?, which denotes any bad value of any type. Moreover, @t is the good value
of type t and ?t is the bad value of type t.
(2) 4 is a set of mappings 3 :D∪{↑; ↓}→V(t); t ∈T, such that for x∈D and t ∈T
3(x)∈V(t), 3(↑) identi#es the process that performs next, and 3(↓) identi#es the
process that performed previously.
(3) T is a set of transitions 〈T; 3 :D∪{↑; ↓}→V(t); t ∈T 〉 9(3)−→〈T ′; 3′ :D′→V(t);
t ∈T ′〉, where T; T ′⊆T. If ↑ and ↓ enclose the expression w of the transformation
performed by 9, the expression of 9 becomes 〈T; 3; ↑w〉 9w−→〈T ′; 3′; w↓〉 where 9w
denotes the process performing the transformation w with variables bound to values
de#ned in the state 3. Abstracting the expression of the transformation performed
by a transition 9 we may represent it by 〈T; 3〉 9→〈T ′; 3′〉.
A computation is an in#nite sequence of transitions [29], as seen below.
〈T1; 31〉 91−→〈T2; 32〉 92−→· · · 9i−1−→〈Ti; 3i〉 9i−→〈Ti+1; 3i+1〉 9i+1−→· · · :
The initial state of a computation is a state whose variables and constants satisfy an
initial condition : :D∪{↑; ↓}→{true; false}; the #nal state of a computation is a state
whose variables and constants satisfy a #nal condition ; :D∪{↑; ↓}→{true; false}.
Fact 2. The set T of transitions forms a semigroup with unity.
Proof. We de#ne the composition of two transitions 〈T1; 31〉 91→〈T2; 32〉 and 〈T2; 32〉 92→
〈T3; 33〉, denoted 〈T1; 31〉 91 ◦ 92−→ 〈T3; 33〉, by 〈T1; 31〉 91−→〈T2; 32〉 92−→〈T3; 33〉. It is obvi-
ous that 91 ◦ (92 ◦ 92)= (91 ◦ 92) ◦ 93. The identity transition, <, is: 〈T; 3〉 <→〈T; 3〉. Note
that < is both a left and right unity for the transition composition operation ◦, i.e.,
∀9∈-: 9 ◦ <= < ◦ 9= 9.
The semantics algebra SemP of a particular language is obtained by: (a) letting
Sem(n), for each n∈N , be a set of transitions of the semigroup Tn= 〈T(n); ◦; <〉
where 9∈T(n) represents a type, a state, or a state mapping, and (b) letting Sem(F,),
for each ,∈-, be an algebraic operation on transitions. The expression of Sem(n) for
n∈N is given by the formula:
Sem(n) =

〈n; ∅; ∅ →V(n)〉 <→〈n; ∅; ∅ →V(n)〉; n ∈ T ;
〈T; D; 3 :D →V(t); t ∈ T 〉 <→〈T; D; 3 :D →V(t); t ∈ T 〉; n ∈ 4;
〈T; D; 3 :D →V(t); t ∈ T 〉 9→〈T ′; D′; 3′ :D′ →V(t); t ∈ T ′〉; n ∈T:
Note: Types n∈T are transitions de#ned by the operator that maps the function
∅ →V(n), which de#nes the set of values of the type, into itself; states 〈T; D; 3〉 ∈4
are transitions de#ned by the operator that maps the function 3 into itself; transitions
9= 〈T; D; 3〉 → 〈T ′; D′; 3′〉 ∈T are de#ned by the operator that maps the function 3
into the function 3′.
For F, : n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , Sem(F,) is constructed as follows: ∀wi ∈Syn(ni), 16
i6k, and w=Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk)∈Syn(n), the transition Sem(w) performed by w is
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expressed in terms of transitions Sem(wi), 16i6k, performed by the components wi
of w, 16i6k. That is, Sem(F,; w)=EF,(Sem(w1); : : : ; Sem(wk); ◦; <), where EF, is a
particular composition of transitions Sem(ni), 16i6k, using the laws ◦ and <. Hence,
SemP = 〈{Tn; n∈N}; {EF, ; ,∈-}; ◦; <〉. Examples are given in [42].
Fact 3. SemP is embedded in the semigroup T by derived operations.
The compositionality relation 4sem on SemP de#ned in Section 2.5 becomes: for all
transitions 〈T1; D1; 31; ↑w〉 9w→〈T ′1; D′1; 3′1; w↓〉, 〈T2; D2; 32; ↑w′〉
9w′→〈T ′2; D′2; 3′2; w′↓〉, 9w4sem
9w′ iI 9w′ =E(: : : ; 9w; : : :). Note that if w′ ∈w[ ] then 9w 4sem 9w′ . If w(9) is the expres-
sion of the computation performed by 9 then one can see that w(91)4syn w(92) implies
91 4sem 92 and vice versa.
To construct the relations LP ⊆ SemP ×SynP and EP ⊆SynP × SemP used in the
language de#nition we #rst observe that the following facts are true:
Fact 4. SemP is freely generated by the signature {Sem(F,); ,∈-} whose generators
are the set of transitions Sem0P =Con(SemP)∪Var(SemP), where Con(SemP)= {〈∅; t; ∅〉
9F,−→〈n; t; t → tn〉 |F, : n= t ∈S; n∈N ; t ∈ S} and Var(SemP)= {〈∅; x; x →@〉
9F,−→〈n; x; x
→@n〉 |F, : n=X ∈S;p; X ∈N ; x∈Syn(X )}.
Fact 5. SynP is the term algebra generated by the signature {Syn(F,) | ,∈-} whose
generators are the lexical elements Syn0P =Con(SynP)∪Var(SynP) of SynP where
Con(SynP)= {t |F, : n= t ∈S; n∈N; t ∈ S} and Var(SynP)= {x |F, :V=X ∈S;V; X ∈
N ; x∈Syn(X )}.
The mapping LP is de#ned as follows:
(1) First we de#ne the function L0P : Sem
0
P→SynP by the equality:
∀9 ∈ Sem0P ∧ 9 = 〈∅; w; =〉 9w→〈n; w′; =′〉 set L0P(9) = n
Note that by construction n is the token name of the class of lexical elements
speci#ed by F,; ,∈-. Hence, for 91; 92 ∈ Sem0P de#ned by 〈∅; w1; =1〉 91→〈n1; w′1; =′1〉,
〈∅; w2; =2〉 92→〈n2; w′2; =′2〉, 91 
= 92 implies n1 
= n2. Thus, L0P is a surjection.
(2) The mapping LP : SemP→SynP is now de#ned by the equality:
LP(9) =
{
L0P(9) if 9 ∈ Sem0P;
Syn(F,)(LP(91); : : : ;LP(9k)) if 9 = Sem(F,)(91; : : : ; 9k):
(3) Since SemP and SynP are similar and SemP is freely generated by Sem
0
P , the unique
extension lemma [3] ensures that this function is the unique extension of L0P to
the homomorphism LP : SemP→SynP . Note that since L0P is a surjection, LP is
a surjection as well.
The mapping EP is de#ned as follows:
(1) First we de#ne the function E0P :Syn
0
P→ SemP by the following procedure: ∀w∈
Syn0P , let Syn(F,) be the rule that speci#es w, that is, lhs(F,)= n, for some token
n, and rhs(F,) matches w. If rhs(F,) is a constant then w= rhs(F,) and there is a
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transition 9∈ Sem0P , namely, 9= 〈∅; rhs(F,); ∅〉
9rhs(F,)−→〈lhs(F,); rhs(F,); rhs(F,) → c∈
V(lhs(F,)〉 and E0P (w)= 9; if rhs(F,) is a variable then ∃9∈ Sem0P , namely 9= 〈∅;
{x; x →@ | x∈Syn(rhs(F,)}〉
9lhs(F,)−→〈lhs(F,); {x; x →@lhs(F,) | x∈Syn(rhs(r))}〉 such
that w∈Syn(rhs(r)) and E0P (w)= 9. Note that E0P maps classes of lexical elements
into transitions, therefore it de#nes an equivalence relation on Syn0P where two lex-
ical elements w; w′ ∈Syn0P are equivalent, w≡0 w′, if E0P (w)=E0P (w′). Hence, for
9∈ Sem0P , Syn0P=9= {w∈Syn0P |E0P (w)= 9} is an equivalence class on Syn0P . Denote
by Syn0P=≡0 the quotient of Syn
0
P with respect to ≡0. Then E0P :Syn0P=≡0 → SemP
de#ned by E0P (Syn
0
P=9)= 9 is an injection.
(2) Now the mapping EP :SynP→ SemP is de#ned by the equality:
EP(w) =
{
E0P(w) if w ∈ Syn0P;
Sem(F,)(EP(w1); : : : ;EP(wk)) if w = Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk):
(3) Since SynP is freely generated by Syn
0
P and SynP is similar to SemP , the function
E0P :Syn
0
P→ SemP has a unique extension to the homomorphism EP :SynP→ SemP .
The equivalence ≡0 on Syn0P is extended to the equivalence ≡ on SynP de#ned
by: ∀w; w′ ∈SynP:w≡w′ iI EP(w)=EP(w′). That is, EP :SynP=≡→ SemP is an
injection.
Fact 6. LP and EP de#ne a Galois connection.
Proof. The relations 4sem on SemP and 4syn on SynP have been de#ned component-
wise. Since 4sem and 4syn are rePexive and transitive, the tuples 〈SemP;4sem〉 and
〈SynP;4syn〉 are preorders. Since LP is a surjection and EP is an injection it results
that LP ◦EP =1SemP . Assume that LP(9)4syn w, i.e., LP(9)=w′ and w∈w′[ ]. This
means that there is F,; ,∈- such that w=Syn(F,)(: : : ; w′; : : :). Hence, EP(w)=
Sem(F,)(: : : ;EP(LP(w′)) : : :). SinceLP ◦EP =1SemP we have E(w)= Sem(F,)(: : : ; 9; : : :),
i.e., 94semEP(w). Now assume that 94semEP(w) and let w′=LP(9). Then, there is
F,; ,∈-, such that w=Syn(F,)(: : : ; w′; : : :). That is, w∈w′[ ] and thus w′=LP(9)4syn w.
Hence, ∀9∈ SemP and ∀w∈SynP we have LP(9)4syn w iI 94semEP(w) and thus LP
and EP de#ne a Galois connection.
4. Language speci%cation
Here we analyze a language speci#cation schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 from
three viewpoints: (i) the structural properties of the operation schemes, (ii) the universal
algorithms supplied by S in the languages it speci#es, and (iii) the support S provides
for automatic generation of language processing tools.
4.1. Structural properties of a speci4cation schema
Structural properties of a speci#cation schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 are dis-
cussed here in view with the properties induced by S in the languages it speci#es.
These properties are determined by the structure of the operation schemes F,; ,∈-,
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and the functors Syn and Sem mapping these schemes of operations into algebraic
operations. For that we recall that each operation scheme F,, ,∈-, is associated with
three elements: (1) a symbol denoting the operation it speci#es, (2) the signature of
this operations, and (3) the operation law performed by this operation. That is, each
F,; ,∈- is associated with a triple 〈Sign(F,); Sig(F,);Op(F,)〉 where Sign(F,) is a
constant symbol chosen by the functors Syn and Sem, respectively, to denote the
operation Op(F,) performed by Syn(F,), and Sem(F,), respectively. The Sig(F,) is
however given in S as an operation scheme n1× · · ·× nk → n, for n; n1; : : : ; nk ∈N ,
not necessarily distinct. For F,; ,∈-, of signature Sig(F,)= n1× · · ·× nk → n we
use the following notations: Dom(F,)= (n1; : : : ; nk), Ran(F,)= n, domain selector set
of F,, DS(F,)= {n | n∈Dom(F,)}. Note that Dom(F,) is a vector, DS(F,) is a set,
and Ran(F,) is an element. An operation scheme F, is recursive if Ran(F,)∈DS(F,).
A schema S is recursive if it contains at least one recursive operation
scheme.
To structure the set F= {F, | ,∈-} of the operation schemes of a schema S,
F can be sorted on the following hierarchy:
F0 = {F, |DS(F,) = ∅};Dom(F0) = {Ran(F,) |F, ∈F0};
F1 = {F, |DS(F,) ⊆ Dom(F0};Dom(F1) = {Ran(F,) |F, ∈F1};
F2 =
{
F, |DS(F,) ⊆
1⋃
i=0
Dom(Fi)
}
;Dom(F2) = {Ran(F,) |F, ∈F2};
...
Fm =
{
F, |DS(F,) ⊆
m−1⋃
i=0
Dom(Fi)
}
;Dom(Fm) = {Ran(F,) |F, ∈Fm}:
Fact 7. For each schema S with a #nite set of operation schemes F, there is an m¿0
called the hierarchy degree of S such that F=F0 ∪F1 ∪ · · · ∪Fm where Fi ∩Fj = ∅,
06 i 
= j6m.
Proof. Obvious from the construction of Fi, i=0; 1; : : : ; m.
This structuring allows us to de#ne an order relation on the set of operations schemes
F, ∈F of a schema S by: F,≺F,′ (read F, precedes F,′ in F) iI F, ∈Fi, F,′ ∈Fj
and i¡j. This order relation is preserved by the functors Syn and Sem and thus
allows the automatic development of automata-based [33] and pattern-matching based
[41] algorithms for generating and analyzing the languages speci#ed by the schema S.
The structuring of the operations schemes F,; ,∈- of a schema S on layers and
the ordering relations between the operation schemes depend only on the signature
of these operations. Therefore, this structuring is independent of the functors Syn and
Sem which construct the language algebras. Consequently, all algorithms that are based
on this structuring are universal over the class of languages speci#ed by a schema
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S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉. A few properties induced by this structuring in the lan-
guages speci#ed by Syn and Sem are:
(1) The layer F0 of the hierarchy de#nes the free generators of the algebras Syn(N;
〈F,〉,∈-) and Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-).
(2) The layering F0;F1; : : : ;Fm induces in the algebra Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) the hierarchy
Syn(F0), Syn(F1); : : : ;Syn(Fm) where:
(a) Syn(F0) is a primitive subalgebra of Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) (see primitive subgram-
mar in [33], for an example of this concept).
(b) The hierarchy Syn(F0), Syn(F1); : : : ;Syn(Fm) corresponds to the decompo-
sition of the algebra Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) into a cascade of layers of generation
Syn(N0; 〈F0〉), Syn(N1; 〈F0 ∪F1〉); : : : ;Syn(Nm; 〈F0 ∪ · · · ∪Fm〉). This allows
the decomposition of the parsing algorithms on layer components that can be
composed into a pipe-line parsing algorithm (the Algorithm 7 in [33] is an
example).
(3) Similar properties are induced by the layering F0;F1; : : : ;Fm in the algebra Sem(N;
〈F,〉,∈-).
Note: The structuring of a speci#cation schema on layers of generation supports the
design of tools for incremental schema development, and provides the theoretical basis
for the design of incremental and interactive language processing tools.
4.2. Universal tools for language processing
Language processing tools that are independent of the languages speci#ed by a
schema S are determined by the structuring of the operation schemes F. This struc-
turing is used by the functors Syn and Sem as the mechanism for the development of
the processing tools that generate and analyze languages speci#ed by S. Such mech-
anisms employed so far are rewriting systems [6,8], 4nite automata and automata
on in4nite objects [32,47,31], and universal algebras [24,37,11,19]. Rewriting systems
are nondeterministic Markov algorithms [23]. The automata based tools, such as push-
down automata, #t the architecture of Von Neumann machine and are practically used
to implement all other mechanisms, though they are naturally sequential. Algebraic
language processing tools [28,3,38,7,40], are based on universal constructs in alge-
bra, are compositional, and thus are naturally parallel. These properties are lost when
the implementation of algebraic tools for language processing rely on automata based
methods.
Due to their generality, algebraic tools provide the model of a unifying method-
ology for language processing. We illustrate them here by pattern-matching algo-
rithms (used to implement homomorphism based computations) and by semantic macro-
processing algorithms (used to implement isomorphic embedding of one algebra within
another algebra by polynomial operations). For that, the operations schemes F,; ,∈-,
Sig(F,)= n1× · · ·× nk → n, n; ni ∈N , 16i6k, are mapped by the functor Syn into
equations of the form n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , where the operation symbol Sign(F,)=
t0t1 : : : tk is distributed on its operands thus de#ning a mix4x notation. The operation
performed by Syn(F,) is de#ned by the equality: ∀wi ∈Syn(ni), 16i6k, Syn(F,)(w1;
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: : : ; wk)= t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk ∈Syn(n0), and is performed by a syntax macro-processor,
Msyn, that is, Msyn(Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk))= t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk . The operation scheme F,
is mapped by the functor Sem into a semantic macro-operation, Sem(F,), in a seman-
tics expression language, SEL [34]. Sem(F,) speci#es SEL constructs of type Sem(n)
in terms of SEL constructs of type Sem(ni), 16i6k. The SEL macro-operations
that specify Sem(ni), 16i6k, are taken by Sem(F,) as parameters. If mi are SEL
constructs of types Sem(ni), 16i6k, then a semantics macro-processor, Msel, ex-
pands Sem(F,)(m1; : : : ; mk) into a SEL construct of type Sem(n). Hence, the equation
lhs(F,)= rhs(F,), where lhs(F,)= n and rhs(F,)= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , can be used by
both Msyn and Msem as macro-operation name. The algorithm which generates word-
expressions in terms of their word-expression components interprets the symbols ni ∈N
as syntax categories while the algorithm which generate meanings of word-expressions
as SEL constructs interpret ni ∈N as semantics types called SEL images. That is, the
speci#cation rule lhs(F,)= rhs(F,) is used by Syn as the speci#er of a class of word-
expressions of syntax category lhs(F,) and by Sem as a speci#er of a class of SEL
images of semantics type lhs(F,). Furthermore, rhs(F,) can be used as the representa-
tive structure of the class of constructs speci#ed by Syn(F,) and Sem(F,), respectively.
Thus, a pattern-matching algorithm may use rhs(F,) as a parameterized pattern in a
process that determines if a construct w (or a SEL image m) is of syntax category
(semantics type) lhs(F,). The same algorithm, while using wi, 16i6k, to decide if
w is of syntax category lhs(F,), can generate the SEL image of w in terms of the
SEL images of the components wi, 16i6k, of w, and vice versa. The information
needed for the pattern-matching algorithm to perform this task is identi#ed as context
and noncontext, is independent of the functors Syn and Sem, is associated with each
operation scheme F,, and is de#ned as follows, where V =N ∪ S:
• Context (F, : n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nk) is the set {(=; @)∈V ∗×V ∗} such that if a valid word
(or meaning) expression w (respectively, m) has the form : : : =t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk@
: : : (: : : =t0m1t1 : : : tk−1mktk@ : : :), then the component t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk of w (t0m1
t1 : : : tk−1mktk of m) is speci#ed by F,.
• Noncontext (F, : n= t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk) is the set {(=; @)∈V ∗×V ∗} such that if a
valid word (or meaning) expression w (respectively, m) has the form : : : = t0w1t1 : : :
tk−swk tk @ : : : (: : : = t0m1t1 : : : tk−smktk @ : : :) then the component t0w1t1 : : : tk−1wktk of
w (t0m1t1 : : : tk−1mktk of m) is not speci#ed by F,.
An algorithm that computes context and noncontext for each operation scheme in
F is given in [36]. Let C(F,) and N(F,) be the context and noncontext associated
with F, and A(F,)=C(F,)∩N(F,) for each F, ∈F. If A(F,)= ∅ for each F, ∈F
then C(F,) and N(F,) are disjoint sets and one of these sets (usually the smaller)
suCces as the decision mechanism used by the pattern-matching processor to reduce
a word-expression (or to expand a macro-operation) to its equivalence class (or to the
image it speci#es) while preserving the validity of the input. If A(F,) 
= ∅, whenever
the match of a portion of input with rhs(F,) is discovered in a context in A(F,) the
algorithm postpones the reduction (expansion) decision. The hierarchy F0;F1; : : : ;Fm
can be organized into a table of universal scheme of operations, TUSO[0..m], and the
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algorithm performed by a pattern matching parser, PMP, is:
for j=0; 1; : : : ; m
for i=0; 1; : : : ; j
for each F, ∈Fi
for each =; x; A; y; @ such that w= = x A y @
if rhs(F,) matches A then
if (x; y) 
∈A(F,) and (x; y)∈C(F,) then w : = = x lhs(F,) y @;
else do nothing;
else do nothing;
if w∈N then Accept else Diagnose(w)
This algorithm is naturally parallel in the sense that all patterns rhs(F,), F, ∈F,
can be searched in parallel in the input w. Its complexity is O(n), though depend-
ing upon F the constant of proportionality could be of the order of 106 [39]. The
average time of the algorithm for an input string of n symbols is n ∗ log(n) and
the worst case is n2 [22]. To improve PMP performance, relations constructive depth
and recognition depth [39] between classes of hierarchy F0;F1; : : : ;Fm, that charac-
terize the complexity of the languages speci#ed by Syn and Sem in terms of the
complexity of the operation schemes in F, can be used. These relations are de#ned
by:
• The constructive depth ofFi isFj, j¿i, for the smallest j, that satis#es the property:
∃F, ∈Fi, ∃F,′ ∈Fj, such that Ran(F,)∈Dom(F,′).
• The recognition depth of Fj is the class Fi, j¿i, for the smallest i, that satis#es
the property: ∃F, ∈Fj, ∃F,′ ∈Fi such that Ran(F,)∈Dom(F,′).
The recognition depth allows us to control the pattern matching operation after a match
using Syn(F,); F, ∈Fj, to the recognition depth of Fj, rather than to F0.
To reduce further the amount of pattern matching performed by the parsers based
on pattern-matching algorithms we rede#ne the relation ≺ on F introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1 to assure that a construct speci#ed by Syn(F,) (or Sem(F,)) can be a com-
ponent of a construct speci#ed by Syn(F,′) (Sem(F,′)) only if F,≺F,′ . For that ≺
is de#ned by: F,≺F,′ iI Ran(F,)∈Dom(F,′). An appropriate tool computes the set
Next(F,)= {(F,′ ; k) |F,≺F,′ ∧Dom(F,′)[k] =Ran(F,)} for each F, ∈F. TUSO is now
organized on a hierarchy of two layers: F0 and the rest of the rules, that is
⋃k
i=1Fi.
It is obvious that F0 ∩ (
⋃m
i=1Fi)= ∅. With this decomposition, the parser based on
a pattern matching algorithm has two components: a pattern matcher, PM, and a pat-
tern jumper, PJ. PM performs pattern matching of the input using rules in F0 and
records each F, which participated in a successful match together with the success-
ful matching point p in the input. PJ tries to match only those rules which are in
the Next(F,) where F, was recorded as having had a successful match in a previous
try. For that PJ positions rhs(F,) right over the portion p of the input where a po-
tential match may be found, ([41], 130–131). To describe the new pattern-matching
algorithm, called the jumping parser, we use the following notation: w[p::q] is the
substring w[p]w[p+ 1] : : : w[q] of the string w, B(s) is the length of the string s, and
B is a stack implementing a multiset which initially is empty. With this notation the
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Table 4
TUSO table of the speci#cation Fe
Rule Context Noncontext Next
r4 :F = id {〈∗; 6〉; 〈+; 6〉; 〈$; 6〉} N (r4)= ∅ {(r3; 2); (r2; 0)}
r0 :E=T {〈$;+〉; 〈$; $〉} {〈+; 6〉; 〈6; ∗〉} {(r1; 0)}
r1 :E=E + T {〈6;+〉; 〈6; $〉} {〈6; ∗〉} {(r1; 0)}
r2 :T =F {〈+; 6〉; 〈$; 6〉} {〈∗; 6〉} {(r1; 2); (r3; 0)}
r3 :T =T ∗ F {〈+; 6〉; 〈$; 6〉} ∅ {(r3; 0); (r1; 2)}
algorithm performed by the jumping parser is:
for each F, ∈F0
for each =; x; A; y; @ such that w= = x A y @
if rhs(F,) matches A then
if (x; y) 
∈A(F,) and (x; y)∈C(F,) then
begin w : = = x lhs(F,) y @; Push((F,; B(= x)); B) end
else do nothing;
else do nothing;
while (B 
= ∅)
let (F,; p) :=Top(B); Pop(B);
for each (F,′ ; k)∈Next(F,)
if rhs(F,′) matches w[p− k ::B(rhs(F,′))]∧w= = x rhs(F,′) y @ then
if (x; y) 
∈A(F,′)∧ (x; y)∈C(F,′) then
begin w : = = x lhs(F,′) y @; Push((F,′ ; B(= x)); B) end
else do nothing;
else do nothing;
if w∈N then Accept else Diagnose(w)
The #rst for loop of this algorithm is a parallel pattern-matching algorithm which
updates the input as PMP did and collects information in B to be used by the second
part of the algorithm. The while loop is a parallel pattern-matching algorithm that does
not glide patterns over the string. Rather, it positions patterns over those portions of the
input string w, where a match could potentially be found. Solutions to various imple-
mentation problems are discussed in [22,41]. We illustrate the action of this algorithm
with the speci#cation Fe of a simple expression language, whose TUSO is in Table 4,
where $ denotes begin and end of #le, and 6 is the empty string. The behavior of the
jumping parser on id+ id∗ id is recorded in the Table 5 where 8 is used as a deleted
symbol.
4.3. Properties of languages speci4ed by a schema
A speci#cation schema allows us to study a language by studying its speci#cation
which is a much simpler object. The fundamental problems raised by the study of
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Table 5
The behavior of jumping parser
Step w Tuple B
1. id+ id ∗ id { }
2. F + id ∗ id {〈r4; 1)〉}
3. F + F ∗ id {〈r4; 1〉; 〈r4; 3〉}
4. F + F ∗ F {〈r4; 1〉; 〈r4; 3〉; 〈r4; 5〉}
5. T + F ∗ F 〈r4; 1〉 {〈r4; 3〉; 〈r4; 5〉; 〈r2; 1〉}
6. T + T ∗ F 〈r4; 3〉 {〈r4; 5〉; 〈r2; 1〉; 〈r2; 3〉}
7. T + T ∗ F 〈r4; 5〉 {〈r2; 1〉; 〈r2; 3〉}
8. E + T ∗ F 〈r2; 1〉 {〈r2; 3〉; 〈r0; 1〉}
9. E + T88 〈r2; 3〉 {〈r0; 1〉; 〈r3; 3〉}
10. E8888 〈r0; 1〉 {〈r0; 3〉}
11. E8888 〈r0; 3〉 { }
languages LS speci#ed by a schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉 are:
(1) Is LS a #nite or an in#nite language?
(2) Are the elements of LS ambiguous or not?
(3) For m∈ SemL is there an algorithm to determine w(m)∈SynL such that (m;w(m))
is a knowledge, i.e., (m;w(m))∈L and (w(m); m)∈E? This is the language (learn-
ing) generation problem.
(4) For w∈SynL is there an algorithm to determine m(w)∈ SemL such that (m(w); w)
is a knowledge, i.e., (m(w); w)∈L and (w;m(w))∈E? This is the language
(evaluation) interpretation problem.
To discuss solution algorithms to these problems, independent of the arti#cial or natural
character of the language, we assume that schema S is #nite (i.e., N and - are #nite
sets) and the operations schemes F,; ,∈-, are split on the hierarchy F0;F1; : : : ;Fm
discussed in Section 4.1.
Finiteness of a language speci#ed by the schema S can be determined easily by
an algorithm that searches the operation schema F for recursive elements, i.e., for
operation schemes F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n where n∈{n1; : : : ; nk}. If no such operation
scheme is discovered, then LS is #nite, otherwise it is in#nite. Since we assume that
only a #nite set of operation schemes are in S an algorithm that performs this search
is easily designed. However, as observed in Section 4.1, the set of operation schemes
F0 is interpreted by the functors Syn and Sem as generator sets of the algebras SynL
and SemL, which are closed with respect to the operations Syn(F,), and Sem(F,),
F, ∈
⋃k
i=1Fi. Though the set F0 is assumed #nite, it can specify a #nite or an in#nite
set of generators using one of the following mechanisms:
(1) Each F, ∈F0, F, : ∅→ n; n∈N , speci#es a #nite (enumerated) set of words (con-
stants and variables) {wn1 ; wn2 ; : : : ; wnsn} in SynL using the functor Syn and a #nite
(enumerated) set of semantics objects (constants and variables) {mn1 ; mn2 ; : : : ; mntn}
using the functor Sem. These sets can be seen as mappings of the operation
schemes F, : ∅→ n into the set of functions {∅→w |w∈Syn(n)} and {∅→m |m∈
Sem(n)}, respectively. This is the case of a natural language dictionary.
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Table 6
Tabular de#nition of LL, EL on generators
F, ∈F0 ∅→ n1 ∅→ n2 : : : ∅→ nk
Sem m11; : : : ; m
1
t1 m
2
1; : : : ; m
2
t2 : : : m
k
1 ; : : : ; m
k
tk
L |E ↓ | ↑ ↓ | ↑ : : : ↓ | ↑
Syn w11 ; : : : ; w
1
s1 w
2
1 ; : : : ; w
2
s2 : : : w
k
1 ; : : : ; w
k
sk
(2) Each F, ∈F0, F, : ∅→ n; n∈N , speci#es an indexed set of words (constants and
variables) used as generators for both SynL and SemL which can be seen as map-
ping F, : ∅→ n into the set of functions {∅→ xi | i∈N}; where N is the set of
natural numbers. This is the case of logical languages where F0 is mapped by the
functors Syn and Sem into in#nite sets of constants and variables that can be used
as generators.
(3) Each F, ∈F0, F, : ∅→ n; n∈N , is mapped into an equation of the form n= rhs,
where rhs is a regular expression that speci#es a #nite or in#nite set of generators.
This is the case of programming languages where F0, though #nite, speci#es an
in#nite set of lexical elements.
The relations LL and EL can be constructed by universal constructs of algebra, de#n-
ing them on the free generators of the algebras Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-) and Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-)
and then extending them homomorphically to the entire algebras. For natural lan-
guages this is usually done using tables of the form of Table 6. For logical lan-
guages constants and variables are interpreted as denoting truth values. For program-
ming languages, the interpretation of the generators is usually provided by attributes
associated with speci#cation rules. With schema S macro-operations are used in all
cases.
Let LS= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL× SemL〉 be a language speci-
#ed by the schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉, that is, SemL= Sem(N; 〈F,〉,∈-), and
SynL=Syn(N; 〈F,〉,∈-). Following [24], we say that LS is syntactically unambiguous
if the following two conditions hold:
(1) For every w=Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk)∈Syn(n), where F, : n1× · · ·×nk → n∈
⋃k
i=1Fi
and wi ∈Syn(ni), 16i6k, w is not the value of Syn(F,) for any F, ∈F0.
(2) For every w=Syn(F,)(w1; : : : ; wk)∈Syn(n), where F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n∈
⋃k
i=1Fi
and wi ∈Syn(ni), 16i6k, Syn(F,) and the arguments wi, 16i6k, are unique in
the syntax algebra SynL.
A language LS speci#ed by schema S that does not satisfy these properties is syntacti-
cally ambiguous. If LS is an ambiguous language one can associate each w∈SynL with
the set of analyses of w denoted Anal(w) and de#ned by Anal(w)= {Syn(F,i)(wi1; : : : ;
wini) |w=Syn(F,i)(wi1; : : : ; wini)}, where F,i : ni1× · · ·× niki → n is the signature of F,i ,
wij ∈Syn(nij), 16j6ki, and w∈Syn(n). Since every w′ ∈Anal(w) is an element of
SynL, the set Anal(w) establishes a binary relation on SynL de#ned by w∼=w′ if
w′ ∈Anal(w). It is obvious that ∼= thus de#ned is an equivalence relation on SynL and
consequently, the language L∼=S= 〈SemL;SynL=∼= ;L∼=L : SemL→SynL=∼= ;E∼=L :SynL=∼= →
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SemL〉 is a syntactically disambiguated language. Thus, for evaluation purposes the
relation EL can always be constructed as a function.
A word-expression w∈SynL is semantically ambiguous if there are at least two dif-
ferent semantic entities m1; m2 ∈ SemL such that (m1; w); (m2; w)∈LL and (w;m1); (w;
m2)∈EL. The language LS is semantically ambiguous if it contains semantically am-
biguous word-expressions. Semantic ambiguity can be approached similarly to syntax
ambiguity. That is, we say that LS is semantically unambiguous if the following two
conditions hold:
(1) For every m= Sem(F,)(m1; : : : ; mk)∈ Sem(n), where F, : n1× · · ·× nk→n∈
⋃k
i=1Fi
and mi ∈ Sem(ni), 16i6k, m is not the value of Sem(F,) for any F, ∈F0.
(2) For every m=Sem(F,)(m1; : : : ; mk)∈Sem(n), where F, : n1× · · ·× nk→n∈
⋃k
i=1Fi,
and mi ∈ Sem(ni), 16i6k, Sem(F,) and the arguments mi, 16i6k, are unique in
the semantics algebra SemL.
A language LS speci#ed by schema S that does not satisfy these properties is semanti-
cally ambiguous. However, using an equivalence relation := on SemL, similar with ∼= de-
#ned on SynL, we can consider the language L
:=
S= 〈SemL= :=;SynL;L
:=
L : SemL= :=→SynL;
E
:=
L :SynL→ SemL= :=〉 which is a semantically disambiguated language, and consequently
the relation LL can be constructed as a function as well.
Combining the two results obtained above one can see that LS can be rede#ned
as LS= 〈SemL= :=;SynL=∼= ;LL : SemL= :=→SynL=∼= ;EL :SynL=∼= → SemL= :=〉 which is both
syntactically and semantically disambiguated and thus LL and EL can be constructed as
functions. Thus, algebraically speaking the ambiguity problem seems to be manageable
from a practical point of view, though it is an unsolvable problem [17].
Practical solutions for language generation and evaluation problems of a language LS
depend on the form of the speci#cation rules F,; ,∈-, and the functors Syn and Sem
in the speci#cation schema S. The solution we advocate in this paper is based on a
speci#cation schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉, where the family of operation schemes
F,; ,∈-, is a #nite list of rules of the form 〈SyntaxMacro; SemanticsMacro〉. For his-
torical reasons SyntaxMacro is an equation of the form lhs= rhs, where lhs∈N and
rhs is a pattern of the form t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk where n1; : : : ; nk ∈N and t0; t1; : : : ; tk are
#xed symbols, including the empty symbol, 6. SemanticsMacro is a macro-operation in
a semantics expression language de#ning the semantic image of the word-expressions
speci#ed by the SyntaxMacro. Note that t0; t1; : : : ; tn are used in the SyntaxMacro
as a mix4x operation symbol, i.e., an operation symbol distributed on the operands
taken by the operation it denotes. The rationale for this notation seems to be the Pa-
vor of a natural language provided to the Algol-like programming languages originally
speci#ed by such rules [30] and its potential to disambiguate word-expressions thus
speci#ed. SemanticsMacro used so far as semantics speci#cation rules are denota-
tions [26] used in the study of semantics of programming languages, attributes [9]
used in compiler construction, semantics feature representations [18,12] used in natu-
ral language processing, and derived operations [19,40] used in algebraic treatment of
languages.
The language generation problem is solved by de#ning a process of valid word-
expression generation that starts with the identi#cation of a SyntaxMacro of the
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form Z = t0n1t1 : : : tk−1nktk , where Z ∈N is a unique symbol called the start sym-
bol, and continue by rewriting the symbols n1; : : : ; nk with the appropriate rhs-s of
SyntaxMacro-s ni = rhsi, ni ∈N , 16i6k, until no more variables are in the result-
ing string. The language evaluation problem is solved by a process of interpreting the
steps of the language generation process. For that the derivation of a word-expression
w using SyntaxMacro-s is represented by a tree called the derivation tree of w,
DT (w). The root of DT (w) is labeled by the start symbol Z , the interior nodes of
DT (w) are labeled by the variables rewritten at various generation steps, and the
leaves of DT (w) are labeled by constant symbols used at various derivation steps
(which are lexical elements of the language) [48]. We advocate the replacement of
the derivation tree DT (w) by the abstract parsing tree, APT (w) [41]. The nodes of
the APT (w) are labeled by the speci#cation rules used to rewrite variables at vari-
ous steps of the generation process and the leaves of the APT (w) are labeled by the
rules that specify lexical elements. If APT (w) (or DT (w) for that matter) is unique
then w is an unambiguous element of the language and the evaluation of w can be
performed by an algorithm that traverses APT (w) and evaluates SemanticsMacro-s
at its nodes. Since each node of the APT (w) is labeled by a tuple (SyntaxMacro;
SemanticsMacro) the process is well-de#ned and allows us to use APT as an ab-
stract representation which describes both, the generation of w using SyntaxMacro-s
and the evaluation of w using SemanticsMacro-s. In addition, there is no need for
a single start symbol, that is, every valid word-expression of the language can be
generated and evaluated, irrespective of its syntax category or semantic type. The al-
gorithms performing language generation and evaluation using the APT are de#ned as
follows:
(1) The functor Syn is associated with a macro-processor MSyn that maps word-
expressions into abstract representations using SyntaxMacro-s as speci#cation
rules, i.e., MSyn(w;S)=APT (w);
(2) The functor Sem is associated with a macro-processor MSem that maps seman-
tics entities into abstract representations using Semantics-Macro-s as speci#cation
rules, i.e., MSem(m;S)=APT (m);
(3) APT (w) and APT (m) have the same topological shape. The nodes of APT (w) are
labeled by tuples 〈SyntaxMacro;SEL-image〉; the nodes of APT (m) are labeled
by tuples 〈Word-expression; SemanticsMacro〉.
(4) An algorithm that, while mapping a semantic entity m into the process of its
derivation from SemanticsMacro-s, generates the syntax expression w(m) of m
using SyntaxMacro-s associated with the SemanticsMacro-s provides a solution
to the language generation problem (Fig. 4).
(5) An algorithm that, while mapping a word-expression w into the process of its
derivation from SyntaxsMacro-s, generates the semantics image m(w) of w using
SemanticsMacro-s associated with the SyntaxMacro-s provides a solution to the
language evaluation problem, (Fig. 5).
The illustration of these solutions for language generation and evaluation problems are
provided by interpreters, compilers, and translators of natural and arti#cial languages.
We take a closer look at these solutions in the Section 5.2.
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Fig. 4. Language generation.
Fig. 5. Language evaluation.
5. The architecture of a language processing system
This section gives a constructive de#nition of the criterion for the consistency of
the usage of a language speci#ed by a schema S= 〈N; 〈F,〉,∈-;Syn; Sem〉, de#nes the
architecture of a uni#ed language processing system, and shows how the consistency
criterion for language usage can be employed as a correctness criterion for the algo-
rithms performing various language transformations.
5.1. Consistency criterion for language usage
The family of operation schemes F,; ,∈-, was organized in Section 4.1 into a hier-
archy of layers F0;F1; : : : ;Fk which facilitates the structuring of SynL and SemL as two
similar algebras, freely generated. To simplify presentation we rely here on two layers
only,F0 = {F, : ∅→ n | ,∈-; n∈N} andF1 = {F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n | ,∈-; n; n1; : : : ; nk
∈N; k¿1} and use the following notation:
(1) The functors Syn and Sem map each F, : ∅→ n∈F0 into a set of functions,
Syn(F,)={∅→w |w∈Syn(n)}, and Sem(F,)={∅→m |m∈ Sem(n)}, respectively,
which are used as free generators. We call the set of free generators a basis
and use the notation Bp=
⋃
F,∈F0 Syn(F,) as the basis of the algebra SynL, and
Bu=
⋃
F,∈F0 Sem(F,) as the basis of the algebra SemL.
(2) The functors Syn and Sem map each F, : n1× · · ·× nk → n, k¿1, into the algebraic
operations Syn(F,) :Syn(n1)× · · ·×Syn(nk)→Syn(n), and Sem(F,) : Sem(n1)×
· · ·× Sem(nk)→ Sem(n), respectively. Let Rp=
⋃
F,∈F1 Syn(F,) and Ru=
⋃
F,∈F1
Sem(F,). Then SynL= 〈Bp; Rp〉 and SemL= 〈Bu; Ru〉 where Bp, Bu are the free
generators and Rp, Ru are the algebraic operations generating SynL and SemL,
respectively.
The consistency of language usage for knowledge development and communication is
formulated now by constructing LL⊆ SemL×SynL and EL⊆SynL× SemL to observe
the following properties:
(1) ∀e∈Bp construct the set of meanings E0L (e)⊆Bu, and ∀m∈Bu construct the set of
expressions L0L(m)⊆Be such that ∀m∈Bu ∃e∈Bp ∧m∈E0L (e) and ∀e∈Bp ∃m∈
Bu ∧ e∈L0L(m). The feasibility of this construction is ensured by the #niteness of
the bases Bp and Bu.
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Fig. 6. Semantic isomorphism of two languages.
(2) ∀rp ∈Rp de#ne the meaning construction rules L(rp)⊆Ru and ∀ru ∈Ru de#ne
the expression construction rules EL(ru)⊆Rp such that ∀r ∈Rp ∃rm ∈LL(r) ∃rs ∈
EL(rm) : EvalSyn(r)∩EvalSyn(rs) 
= ∅ and ∀r ∈Ru ∃rs ∈EL(r) ∃rm ∈LL(rs) : EvalSem
(r)∩EvalSem(rm) 
= ∅ where EvalSyn and EvalSem are the macro-expansion pro-
cesses performed by the algorithms using MSyn and MSem discussed in Section 4.
During the process of developing knowledges and communicating, often communi-
cators use languages where the same universe of discourse is paired with diIerent
parlances. That is, SynL1 = 〈Bp1 ; Rp1〉, SynL2 = 〈Bp2 ; Rp2〉, and SemL1 = SemL2 = 〈Bu; Ru〉.
In this case, communication consistency relies on a meaning-preserving isomorphism
between SynL1 and SynL2 , h :SynL1→SynL2 . In the algebraic framework presented
here, this isomorphism is shown in Fig. 6 and is de#ned as follows: SynL1 is se-
mantically isomorphic to SynL2 iI ∀e1 ∈Bp1 there is at least one e2 ∈Bp2 such that
E0L1 (e1)∩E0L2 (e2) 
= ∅ and ∀r1 ∈Rp1 there is at least one r2 ∈Rp2 such that EL1 (Eval(r1))∩EL2 (Eval(r2)) 
= ∅.
5.2. Algebraic model of language translation
Let L1 = 〈SemL;SynL1 ;LL1 ⊆ SemL×SynL1 ;EL1 ⊆SynL1 × SemL〉 and L2 = 〈SemL;
SynL2 ;LL2 ⊆ SemL×SynL2 ;EL2 ⊆SynL2 × SemL〉 be two languages having the same uni-
verse of discourse, SemL. A translation of language L1 into the language L2 is a relation
T ⊆SynL1 ×SynL2 such that (x; y)∈T iI EL1 (x)∩EL2 (y) 
= ∅. Let SemL= 〈Bu; Ru〉 be
a speci#cation of SemL, SynL1 = 〈BL1 ; RL1〉 and SynL2 = 〈BL2 ; RL2〉 be speci#cations of
SynL1 and SynL2 , respectively, de#ned by the unique speci#cation schema S. An al-
gebraic translation of L1 into L2 is designed by the following approach:
(1) Construct the two language evaluation relations EL1 :SynL1 → SemL, EL2 :SynL2 →
SemL such that the consistency requirements provided in Section 5.1 are satis#ed.
(2) De#ne a translation relation T ⊆SynL1 ×SynL2 by the following requirement: ∀(x;
y)∈SynL1 ×SynL2 , (x; y)∈T iI EL1 (x)∩EL2 (y) 
= ∅.
(3) Construct the translation T using the isomorphism h :SynL1 →SynL2 induced by
EL1 and EL2 as follows:
(a) ∀x∈BL1 de#ne T (x)= {y∈BL2 |EL1 (x)∩EL2 (y) 
= ∅};
(b) ∀r ∈RL1 de#ne T (r)= {r′ ∈RL2 |EL1 (Eval(r))∩EL2 (Eval(r′)) 
= ∅}:
Conventional design of an algebraic translation is based on the assumption that semantic
elements of the language are abstract representations of valid word-expressions of the
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Fig. 7. Language processing components.
language syntax. Valid word-expressions are #nitely generated by the macro-processor
MSyn from basic elements de#ning the language lexicon using macro-expansion
(or rewriting) of SyntaxMacro-s. This process is described by syntax derivation trees,
SynDT-s. On the other hand, meanings are #nitely generated by the macro-processor
MSem from basic semantics entities using macro-expansion (or rewriting) of Semantics
Macro-s. This process is described by semantic derivation trees, SemDT-s. In view
of the three levels of language structuring, lexicon, syntax, semantics, an algebraic
translation requires for each language to design three language processing compo-
nents: a morphological component, Mrph=(MrfAnl ;MrfGen), a syntax component,
SynC =(SynAnl ;SynGen), and a semantics component, SemC =(SemAnl ;SemGen).
These components of a language processing system are related by the equality MrfAnl
◦SynAnl ◦SemAnl =SemGen ◦SynGen ◦MrfGen, where ◦ is function composition, as
shown in Fig. 7.
Note, the analyzer of a component inputs syntax objects (such as a text) and produces
their abstract representations (such as an abstract parsing tree), while the generator of
a component inputs abstract representations and generates the syntactic entities they
represent. Thus, the tuples Mrph, SynC, and SemC are de#ned as follows:
(1) Mrph= 〈MrfAnl ;MrfGen〉, is the morphological component of the system; the
analyzer MrfAnl inputs words and generates lexical tokens (morphemes) and
MrfGen inputs lexical tokens (morphemes) and generates words.
(2) SynC = 〈SynAnl ;SynGen〉, is the syntactic component of the system; SynAnl
inputs tokens and outputs abstract parsing trees, APTsyn, representing syntactic
structures, and SynGen inputs APTsyn representing syntactic structures and outputs
tokens.
(3) SemC = 〈SemAnl ;SemGen〉, is the semantic component of the system; SemAnl
inputs abstract parsing trees, APTsyn, representing syntactic structures and outputs
abstract parsing tree, APTsem, representing the semantic structures of the input;
SemGen inputs abstract parsing trees, APTsem, representing semantics structures
and outputs the abstract parsing trees, APTsyn, representing the syntactic structure
of the input.
That is, the architecture of an algebraic translation system mapping a source language Ls
into a target language Lt is shown in Fig. 8. This architecture simpli#es the complexity
of a conventional translation system by using the same abstract representation for both
the syntax and the semantics, provided by the abstract parsing trees, APT [41].
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Fig. 8. Algebraic implementation of a translator.
Fig. 9. Translator de#nition diagram.
5.3. Examples of algebraic translations
Let Ls= 〈Sem;Syns;Ls⊆ Sem×Syns;Es⊆Syns× Sem〉 and Lt = 〈Sem;Synt ;Lt ⊆
Sem×Synt ;Et ⊆Synt × Sem〉 be two languages having the same semantic component,
Sem. A translator T :Ls→Lt is a tuple (T1; T2), T1 : Sem→ Sem, T2 :Syns→Synt such
that the diagram in Fig. 9 is commutative.
Rosetta [35] and TICS [40] are two examples of algebraic translator generators that
#t this translator de#nition. The Rosetta system has been developed to handle natural
language translation while the TICS system has been designed to handle compiler
generation for programming languages.
With Rosetta, the syntax of the source language, Syns= 〈Bs; Rs〉, and the syntax
of the target language, Synt = 〈Bt; Rt〉, are speci#ed by Montague grammars [24], and
language semantics, Sem= 〈B; R〉, is modeled by an algebra of sets. The semantic
component, T1, of the translator is the identity on Sem and the syntactic component, T2,
is the language isomorphism speci#ed by a grammar isomorphism (hb; hr), hb :Bs→Bt ,
hr :Rs→Rt , de#ned by the one-to-one correspondences hb1 :Bs→B, hb2 :B2→B, hr1 :Rs
→R, hr2 :Rt →R, using the following equalities: ∀bs ∈Bs, hb(bs)= bt ∈Bt such that
bt = h−1b2 (hb1 (bs)) and ∀rs ∈Rs, hr(rs)= rt ∈Rt such that rt = h−1r2 (hr1 (rs)). Since Syns
and Synt are in general diIerent, to construct the isomorphism T2 the generator sets
Bs, Bt , and B of the algebras Syns, Synt , Sem, and the rules sets Rs, Rt , and R need
to be equalized by a process called “grammar attuning”. While this process is diCcult
to perform, there is no systematic way of doing it.
With TICS, a language is a tuple L= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆SynL×
SemL〉 where LL and EL de#ne a Galois connection between SemL and SynL. The spec-
i#cations Syns= 〈Bs; Rs〉, Synt = 〈Bt; Rt〉, Sem= 〈B; R〉 are signatures of universal alge-
bras. The language isomorphism T2 is de#ned by embedding the algebras Syns and Synt
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Fig. 10. TICS diagram of translator generation.
and Sem into a Semantic Expression Language, SEL [34]. Since SEL is a language, it
is speci#ed by an appropriate schema as SEL= 〈SELsem; SELsyn;Lsel : SELsem→ SELsyn;
Esel : SELsyn→ SELsem〉. That is, TICS technology for translator implementation is shown
in Fig. 10. The embeddings Embeds : Sems→ SELsyn and Embedt : SELsem→Synt are
implemented by semantic macro-operations as follows:
(1) Let 〈Bs; Rs〉 and 〈Bsel; Rsel〉 be the speci#cations of Sems and SELsem, respec-
tively, where ∀u : u∈Bs ∨ u∈Bsel, u is a constant speci#ed by a rule of the form
lhs(u)= const, and ∀r : r ∈Rs ∨ r ∈Rsel, r is a construct speci#cation pattern of the
form lhs(r)= t0lhs1t1 : : : tn−1lhsntn.
(2) For each u∈Bs speci#ed by rbs : lhs(u)= const, construct the SEL-expression
SEL(rbs ) of const using the notation provided by SELsyn; for each u∈Bsel speci#ed
by rbsel : lhs(u)= const, construct the target expression T (r
b
sel) of const using the
notation provided by Synt .
(3) Associate each rs ∈Rs, rs : lhs(r)= t0lhs1t1 : : : tn−1lhsntn, with a SEL macro-
operation, SEL(rs), that takes SEL-constructs of syntax categories lhs1; lhs2; : : : ;
lhsn as parameters and expands them into the SEL-images of the constructs of syn-
tax category lhs(r) speci#ed by rs; associate each rsel ∈Rsel, rsel : lhs(r)= t0lhs1t1
: : : tn−1lhsntn, with a target macro-operation, T (rsel), that takes target constructs
of syntax categories lhs1; lhs2; : : : ; lhsn as parameters and expands them into the
target images of the constructs of syntax category lhs(r) speci#ed by rsel.
(4) Implement the macro-processor, Mssel, that maps SEL macro-operations SEL(rs)
(@1; : : : ;@k), where @1; : : : ;@k are SEL constructs of syntax categories lhs1; : : : ;
lhsk , into SEL constructs of syntax category lhs(rs) and thus embeds source lan-
guage semantics into SELsyn.
(5) Implement the macro-processorMselt that maps target macro-operations T (rsel)(@1;
: : : ;@k), where @1; : : : ;@k are target constructs of syntax categories lhs1; : : : ; lhsk ,
into target constructs of syntax category lhs(rs) and thus embeds SELsem into
Synt .
Note, this methodology is Pexible and allows the translator speci#cation for languages
that diIer at both components, syntax and semantics. The process of tuning is re-
placed by a systematic process of isomorphic embedding of one algebra within the
other algebra using macro-operations. These macro-operations are called polynomials
in algebra.
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Fig. 11. A correct implementation in SEL.
Fig. 12. Compiler correctness diagram.
5.4. Correctness of an algebraic translator
A translator implementing the language L= 〈SemL;SynL;LL⊆ SemL×SynL;EL⊆
SynL× SemL〉 in SEL is a tuple T =(T1; T2), T1 : SemL→ SELsem, T2 :SynL→ SELSyn
such that the diagram in Fig. 9, where Lt is replaced by SEL, is commutative.
The translator T = 〈T1; T2〉 is a correct implementation of the language L in SEL
if T preserves the Galois connection of L in SEL.
Fact 8. The tuple T = 〈T1; T2〉 where T1 =Embeds ◦Esel, T2 =EL ◦Embeds, and Embeds
as de#ned in Section 5.3, is a correct implementation of L in SEL.
Proof. Consider the translator diagram in Fig. 11 where T1 =Embeds ◦Esel and T2 =EL
◦Embeds. Let (o; wo)∈ SemL×SynL such that wo ∈LL(o) and o=EL(wo). Mapping the
tuple (o; wo) by the translator T we obtain (osel; wosel〉 where osel=Esel(Embeds(o)) and
wosel=Embeds(EL(wo)). Since EL(wo)= o by assumption we have w
o
sel=Embeds(o).
That is osel=Esel(wosel). On the other hand, since osel=Esel(Embeds(o)) we have
Lsel(osel)=Lsel(Esel(Embeds(o)). Since Lsel and Esel form a Galois connections we
have Lsel(Esel(Embeds(o))=Embeds(o), that is Lsel(osel)=wosel, which completes the
proof.
A similar result holds for a correct implementation of SEL into a target language
Lt . Hence, composing the correct implementation of Ls in SEL and the correct imple-
mentation of SEL in Lt we obtain the correct implementation of Ls in Lt shown in
Fig. 10.
Earlier research that approaches translator correctness using algebraic methods [20]
do not rely on an algebraic concept of a language, where syntax and semantics are
similar algebras related by a Galois connection. In this research, a translator is seen
as a syntax to syntax mapping, T :Syns→Synt , and the translator correctness is ex-
pressed by the commutativity of the diagram in Fig. 12, where Sems, Semt are the
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Fig. 13. The diagram of a correct compiler for Example 2 in [20].
semantics algebras of source and target languages, respectively, and Ints, Intt , Dec,
and Enc are homomorphisms. Since the corners of the diagram in Fig. 12 are not
necessary similar algebras the mappings connecting them are not necessarily homo-
morphisms. Using embedding [41], as done in this paper, the diCculties signaled by
Janssen [20] are removed. We show this in Fig. 13, which is the diagram of a cor-
rect compiler for Example 2 in [20], obtained from Fig. 10 by removing SEL de-
tails. Here we have: Ls(0)= {−0;+0}, Es(−0)=Es(+0)=0, Lt(−0)=Et(−0)=−0,
Lt(+0)=Et(+0)=+0, Embeds(0)= {−0;+0}. One can see that the class of source
language constructs {−0;+0}, representing the source meaning 0, is mapped into the
target constructs {−0;+0} and the source language meaning 0 is mapped into the
target language {−0;+0} as expected.
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